JACKET: Vibrant color for the big impression!
Orange colored goat suede leather
crafted with large collars establishes its own
style statement.

TROUSER: Style and hue go hand in hand.
Fashion custom made - with this
best fitted classy trouser, made from
lamb crinkle washed leather and brass
antique hardware. Available in ankle length
for that trendy look.

TAT INTERNATIONAL LIMITED

Looking good and dressing well
is a necessity. Round neck jacket
made from Sheep veg burnt leather
with burning effect.
Royal blue color adds brilliance
to this masterpiece.

Beautifiuly fabliscated
sheep veg burnt jacket in
brown tone with smartly styled
leather covered buttons.
Designed to fit elegantly.
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In style!
Two toned red washed jacket
that fits perfectly, made from
Sheep veg burnt leather with collars
that define new trends this season.
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Redefinition of style!
Made from lamb DD in classy
beige color and woven pockets
with minute detailing.
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Leather Garments

It is not just looks that matter!
Defined denim look in leather,
classy grey tone and focus on
pockets, style every inch of
this garment.
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Big impressions do come in the smallest of details. The warmth of the fur collar adds appeal to the two toned lamb napa jacket; giving it every reason to stand out this season.

JACKET
Dress up perfectly every time!
Jacket made from Sheep veg burnt leather with collar strap detail and an alluring chocolate complexion.

TROUSER
It will just look perfect year after year! Trouser made from lamb twisted napa, with side zip closing and stitch details.

Stay in the spotlight!
This sleeveless jacket is made from lamb wash napa, with webbing details at the back. Your smartest attire is here!
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Simply a masterpiece.
This dazzling and enticing jacket has everything you always wanted. Style inspired from frock with rivet details in front and cotton frills at the bottom.
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Bold and beautiful.
Made from sheep veg burnt leather with red wash. Perfectly designed diagonal zippered with panels forming the collar. Smart webbing details on the collar & waist and loop detail on shoulders for that sexy look!
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Sassy, sporty and suave.
This cropped jacket with zip details crafted in finest quality leather.
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Leather Garments
Sturdy yet stylish.

Dripping leather jacket with
webbing details on neck and sleeves.
Made in sheep veg burnt leather.
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Athletic, fit and firm.
Stud detail on shoulders,
arms and back panel.
 Hardware made in nickel finish for
that lasting glory.
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Leather Garments

Comfort and panache!

Tobacco brown washed jacket in
Sheep veg burnt leather with pockets.
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THANK YOU...